
GAME 1 2 3 4 5 6 

VICTORY       

DEFEAT       

DRAW       

Animosity: ________________________________ 

Choose a single Keyword used by one opponent who has de-

feated you during this campaign.  All friendly units gain ANI-

MOSITY: in Close Combat, any unmodified To Hit rolls of 6 

against units with the chosen Keyword are resolved at an addi-

tional –1 AP 

 

At the beginning of the game 

before deployment, choose a 

single unit.  On turn 1 at the end of the 

movement phase, that unit may deploy 

anywhere on the battlefield that is more 

than 9” away from any enemy models. 

Once per battle any 

one unit may reroll 

their Advance or 

Charge roll. 

Once per 

battle, choose a single unit.  That 

unit gains +2 to their Move char-

acteristic for the duration of that 

turn 

Choose a single unit.  That unit 

may Advance and Charge in the 

same turn for the duration of the 

battle 

Once per battle, choose a 

single unit. That unit gains 

+1 to their armor Save 

rolls for the duration of 

that turn.  

Once per battle, choose a 

single unit.  That unit gains 

a 5+ invulnerable save  for 

the duration of that turn 

Increase the Toughness 

characteristic of a single 

CHARACTER by +1 

Increase the Wounds characteristic 

of your Warlord by +2 for the dura-

tion of the battle 

Choose a single unit.  That 

unit may reroll failed save 

rolls for the duration of the 

battle. 

Once per battle, choose 

a single unit.  That unit 

gains +1 to its Attack 

rolls for the duration of 

that turn. 

Once per battle, choose 

a unit.  That unit gains 

+1 to their WS for the 

duration of that turn 

Increase the Damage characteris-

tic of a single weapon carried by a 

CHARACTER by +2 for the duration 

of the  battle 

Change the Damage 

Characteristic of a 

single weapon carried 

by a CHARACTER to 5 

1 

 

2 Improve the AP value of a  sin-

gle weapon carried by a CHAR-

ACTER by –1 for the duration of 

the battle 

3 

4 
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Defeat Streaks: 

2 Games: +1 to the roll to Seize 

at the beginning of the game 

3 Games: Choose a single 

piece of terrain on the battle 

field.  Friendly units that are 

within 2” of this piece of ter-

rain receive a +2 to their armor 

save rolls for the duration of 

the battle. 

4 Games: All friendly models 

receive +1 to their Attacks 

characteristic for the duration 

of the battle. 

Victory Streaks: 

2 Games: +1 to ATTACKER/

DEFENDER ROLL at the start of 

the battle. 

3 Games: After deployment but 

before the first turn, choose a 

single unit.  That unit may rede-

ploy anywhere within your 

deployment zone. 

4 Games: After deployment but 

before the first turn choose a 

single unit.  That unit may rede-

ploy anywhere on the table that 

is more than 9” away from any 

enemy models 

WARLORD: ___________________________ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

Campaign Points: 

Choose a single unit. Increase 

the Move characteristic of that 

unit by +3” for the duration of 

the battle 



Warhammer 40,000 Campaign– Rise of Warlords 

A PATH TO GLORY! 

This Campaign is a narrative story of a Warlords rise to power and 

charts their success by granting them additional abilities and ad-

vantages that will propel their army to victory! 

Select a single HQ to act as your Warlord for the campaign.  The 

Warlord must be an unnamed HQ choice (no unique named 

characters).  The same Warlord must be used throughout the 

campaign and must be present in each battle, however the War-

lord may be equipped differently throughout the campaign. 

ESCALATION 

The matched play points to be used for each week are as follows: 

Week 1: 1000 

Week 2: 1250 

Week 3: 1500 

Week 4: 1750 

Week 5: 2000 

Week 6: 2250 

THE MISSIONS 

A new mission will be provided each week.  Be sure to read the 

conditions of each mission closely, as scoring VICTORY or DEFEAT 

in previous battles may provide additional benefits or twists to 

that mission. 

GAINING ADVANTAGE 

At the end of each battle, mark whether you have scored a VICTO-

RY, a DEFEAT or a DRAW at the top of your WARLORD SHEET. 

After every VICTORY  or DRAW you may select a single AD-

VANTAGE from the options on the lower half of the WARLORD 

SHEET.  You can only select the ADVANTAGES within the tier that 

corresponds to how many games you have won, and the tiers 

below it. 

For example, after scoring a victory in 2 games, you may select a 

single advantage from the Tier labeled 2 or 1, after scoring a victo-

ry in 3 games you may select an advantage from Tier 3, 2 or 1 and 

so on. 

 

Advantages only apply when the Warlord is on the table. 

 

 

 

 

VICTORY AND DEFEAT STREAKS 

After scoring a VICTORY in multiple games in a row (back to back 

weeks), your Warlord will unlock Victory Streak Advantages.  Up-

on winning multiple games in a row check the corresponding box 

next to the Streak you have unlocked.  Victory Streaks are cumula-

tive.  The Victory Streaks are as follows: 

Score VICTORY in 2 Games in a row: +1 to ATTACKER/DEFENDER 

ROLL at the start of the battle. It is possible to gain this streak 

twice if a 2 game Victory streak is broken by a DEFEAT or a DRAW, 

then the next two games won again, so two check boxes are indi-

cated on the WARLORD SHEET. 

Score VICTORY in 3 Games in a row: After deployment but before 

the first turn, choose a single unit.  That unit may redeploy any-

where within your deployment zone. 

Score VICTORY in 4 games in a row: After deployment but before 

the first turn choose a single unit.  That unit may redeploy any-

where on the table that is more than 9” away from any enemy 

models 

Suffering DEFEAT multiple games in a row (back to back weeks) 

will cause your Warlord to unlock Defeat Streak Advantages.  Up-

on losing multiple games in a row, check the corresponding box 

next to the streak you have unlocked.  Defeat streaks are cumula-

tive.  The Defeat Streaks are as follows: 

Suffer DEFEAT 2 Games in a row: +1 to the roll to Seize at the 

beginning of the game.  It is possible to gain this streak twice if a 2 

game Defeat streak is broken by a VICTORY or a DRAW, then the 

next two games lost again, so two check boxes are indicated on 

the WARLORD SHEET. 

Suffer DEFEAT 3 Games in a row: Choose a single piece of terrain 

on the battle field.  Friendly units that are within 2” of this piece 

of terrain receive a +2 to their armor save rolls for the duration of 

the battle. 

Suffer DEFEAT 4 Games in a row: All friendly models receive +1 to 

their Attacks characteristic for the duration of the battle. 

Like Advantages, these VICTORY/DEFEAT streaks only apply 

when the Warlord is on the table. 

 

 

 

 



OTHER WARLORD ABILITES 

ALLIES 

After the first game in which you have suffered a DEFEAT, you may 

select another player in the campaign who has also suffered DEFEAT 

and become ALLIES.   

When two players are ALLIES they may give each other Command 

Points from their Command Point pool at the beginning of the game 

(must be done before ANY dice have been rolled).  Both players 

should communicate to their opponents that Command Points have 

been given or taken in this way. 

If the Warlord is slain during the game, any Command Points given 

to a player by an Ally are lost.  Remove those Command Points from 

your pool at this time. 

ANIMOSITY 

When a player suffers DEFEAT against an opponent, they may elect 

to gain ANIMOSITY against them.  Choose a single Keyword used by 

that opponent who has defeated you.  You can only ever have ANI-

MOSITY against one Keyword the entire campaign, so choose wisely. 

Once this Keyword has been indicated, in future games all friendly 

units gain:  

ANIMOSITY: Choose a single Keyword used by one opponent who 

has defeated you during this campaign.  All friendly units gain ANI-

MOSITY: in Close Combat, any unmodified to hit rolls of 6 against 

units with the chosen Keyword are resolved at an additional –1 AP 

Animosity only applies when the Warlord is on the table. 

*ABSENCES 

If a player is absent for a week of the campaign they will mark a line 

through that week at the top of the Warlord Sheet, from top to 

bottom indicating they have not scored a VICTORY, a DEFEAT or a 

DRAW.   

VICTORY POINTS AND CAMPAIGN POINTS 

Victory Points are accrued during missions to score Victory for that 

mission, Campaign Points determine the winner of the entire Cam-

paign overall.  Campaign Points are totaled at the end of the 6 

weeks, however some missions provide conditions that will allow the 

player to immediately score Campaign Points.  When scoring  Cam-

paign Points during a mission, immediately indicate the points by 

checking the next open box on the bottom of the Warlord Sheet. 

 

 

 

Secondary Victory Points 

First Blood- the first player to completely destroy an enemy unit 

scores 1 VICTORY POINT  

Slay the Warlord– The first player to destroy their opponents War-

lord scores 1 VICTORY POINT 

Line Breaker– At the end of the game, if at least one friendly unit is 

inside the enemies deployment zone, score  1 VICTORY POINT 

 

SCORING 

At the end of the 6th week score the WARLORD SHEETS as follows: 

 

THE GREATEST WARLORD!!! 

The player who has accrued the most CAMPAIGN POINTS at the end 

of the 6 weeks is the Greatest Warlord.  Many songs will be sung in 

their honor, parades held, etc.  Congrats!!! 

 

 

 

Warhammer 40,000 Campaign– Rise of Warlords 

Each VICTORY 2 Campaign Pts 

Each DRAW 1 Campaign Pt 

Each time any number of Command 

Points are given to an Ally (without 

receiving any in return) 

1 Campaign Pt 

For every ADVANTAGE selected 

from TIER 1  

1 Campaign Pt 



Game 1: The Subterranean Stratagem 
 The Warlord and a small team is dis-
patched to a remote battlefield that may hold 
valuable resources under its surface.  The mis-
sion is to explore a series of possible entries 
into a subterranean system of caves, in an ef-
fort to find resources or routes behind enemy 
lines.  Once discovered, the entrances may be 
secured from the enemy, or used as cover from 
incoming assaults. 

Matched Play Points: 1000 

SET UP:  

• Players roll off.  Beginning with the player that won the roll 

off, take it in turns to place 6 Objective Markers on the table. 

The objectives must be at least 12” from each other and 6” 

from any table edge. 

• Players roll off.  The winner chooses which of the deployment 

zones from the map below in which they will set up their ar-

my.  Starting with the player who won the roll off, both play-

ers take it in turns deploying a single unit at a time.   

• The player who finishes setting up all of their units first has a 

+1 to the roll that determines First Turn 

• Players roll off for First Turn.  The winner of the roll of may 

choose to go first or second. 

• The player going second may choose to Seize the Initiative.  

On a D6 roll of 6, that player goes first instead. 

 

DEPLOYMENT MAP: 

 

 

BATTLE LENGTH: 

At the end of turn 5 roll a D6.  On a 1 or 2 the game immediately 

ends, if not the battle continues to turn 6.  At the end of turn 6 roll 

a D6 on a 1-4 the game ends, if not the battle continues to turn 7.  

At the end of turn 7 the battle ends. 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS: 

Cave Dwellers: Any unit within 3” of an objective receives a +1 

bonus to its Armor Save from Shooting attacks. 

OBJECTIVE:  

At the end of the game turn, the player with the most models 

within 3” of an Objective Marker may remove it from the table to 

score 1 VICTORY POINT. Each player may only score a single vic-

tory point per turn in this way. 

First Blood- 1 VICTORY POINT 

Slay the Warlord- 1 VICTORY POINT 

Line Breaker- 1 VICTORY POINT 

VICTORY: 

The player with the most VICTORY POINTS at the end of the battle 

scores the VICTORY. 

If both players score the same number of VICTORY POINTS the 

game is a DRAW. 

CAMPAIGN POINTS: 

Immediately score 1 CAMPAIGN POINT if the enemy Warlord is 

slain.  Both players can achieve this objective.  When scoring  

CAMPAIGN POINTS  during this battle, immediately indicate the 

points by checking the next open box on the bottom of the War-

lord Sheet. 

ADVANTAGES: 

The player who has scored a VICTORY may select an ADVANTAGE 

from the bottom of their Warlord sheet.  You may only select up to 

and including the Tier that corresponds with the number of games 

you have won. 

If the battle is a DRAW, then both players may select an AD-

VANTAGE from the bottom of their Warlord sheet.  You may only 

select up to and including the Tier that corresponds with the num-

ber of games you have won. 

 

 



Game 2: Prime Real Estate  
 The Warlords army begins to establish a 
foothold in the region.  An ideal location for 
a Forward Operating Base is coveted by both 
factions.   

Matched Play Points: 1250 

SET UP:  

• A single Objective is placed in the center of the map 

• Players roll off.   The winner of the roll off may choose to be 

the ATTACKER or DEFENDER 

• The DEFENDER chooses which of the deployment zones from 

the map below in which they will set up their army.  Starting 

with the DEFENDER, both players take it in turns deploying a 

single unit at a time.   

• The ATTACKER takes the first turn 

• The DEFENDER may choose to Seize the Initiative.  On a D6 roll 

of 6, that player goes first instead. 

 

DEPLOYMENT MAP: 

 

 

 

 

BATTLE LENGTH: 

At the end of turn 5 roll a D6.  On a 1 or 2 the game immediately 

ends, if not the battle continues to turn 6.  At the end of turn 6 roll 

a D6 on a 1-4 the game ends, if not the battle continues to turn 7.  

At the end of turn 7 the battle ends. 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS: 

Hidden Caves: The Player that scored a VICTORY in Game 1 may 

choose one unit at the beginning of the battle, and place it in re-

serve.  At the end of the movement phase beginning after Turn 2, 

that unit may be deployed on the board anywhere that is more 

than 9” away from any enemy units.  If both players scored a victo-

ry in Game 1, ignore this Special Condition. 

Scouting Ahead: Before deployment, the ATTACKER may choose a 

single TROOPS choice.  That unit may deploy anywhere on the map 

that is more than 9” away from any enemy models at the begin-

ning of the battle.  

OBJECTIVE:  

Control the Objective Marker at the center of the map.  At the end 

of the game turn, the player with the most models within 3” of the 

Objective Marker controls that objective.  Controlling the Objec-

tive on the final turn is worth 2 VICTORY POINTS. 

First Blood- 1 VICTORY POINT 

Slay the Warlord- 1 VICTORY POINT 

Line Breaker- 1 VICTORY POINT 

VICTORY: 

The player with the most VICTORY POINTS at the end of the battle 

scores the VICTORY. 

If both players score the same number of VICTORY POINTS the 

game is a DRAW. 

CAMPAIGN POINTS: 

Immediately score 1 CAMPAIGN POINT if the enemy Warlord is 

slain.  Both players can achieve this objective.  When scoring  

CAMPAIGN POINTS  during this battle, immediately indicate the 

points by checking the next open box on the bottom of the War-

lord Sheet. 

ADVANTAGES: 

The player who has scored a VICTORY may select an ADVANTAGE 

from the bottom of their Warlord sheet.  You may only select up to 

and including the Tier that corresponds with the number of games 

you have won. 

If the battle is a DRAW, then both players may select an AD-

VANTAGE from the bottom of their Warlord sheet.  You may only 

select up to and including the Tier that corresponds with the num-

ber of games you have won. 

 

 



Game 3: Scattered Assets 
 As the Warlords army grows, operations 
require more resources to fuel the engines of 
war.  A low altitude supply drop is initiated, 
but atmospheric conditions cause the drop to 
go off target, scattering the assets throughout 
the battlefield... 

Matched Play Points: 1500 

SET UP:  

• If one player scored a VICTORY in Game 2, that player is the 

DEFENDER 

• If both players scored a VICTORY or both players scored a DE-

FEAT in Game 2, the players roll off.   The winner of the roll off 

may choose to be the ATTACKER or DEFENDER 

• The DEFENDER takes the zone indicated on the map below.  

Starting with the DEFENDER, both players take it in turns de-

ploying a single unit at a time.   

• The ATTACKER takes the first turn 

• The DEFENDER may choose to Seize the Initiative.  On a D6 roll 

of 6, that player goes first instead. 

 

DEPLOYMENT MAP: 

 

BATTLE LENGTH: 

At the end of turn 5 roll a D6.  On a 1 or 2 the game immediately 

ends, if not the battle continues to turn 6.  At the end of turn 6 roll 

a D6 on a 1-4 the game ends, if not the battle continues to turn 7.  

At the end of turn 7 the battle ends. 

 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS: 

Supply Drop: at the beginning of each game turn, the ATTACKER 

will place an objective marker at the center of the map.  Using a 

Scatter Die (yes, a Scatter Die) Scatter that Objective 4D6.  If the 

Scatter Die indicates a hit, place the Objective Marker in the center 

of the map.  If the Objective scatters beyond the edge of the table, 

place the Objective Marker at the edge of the table instead.   

Homing Beacon: The DEFENDER may choose to reroll the Scatter 

Die and 4D6 at the start of each turn, but the second outcome 

must be taken. 

OBJECTIVE:  

Secure the Assets: At the end of the game turn, the player with 

the most models within 3” of an Objective Marker may Secure the 

Assets. Remove that Objective Marker from the table and that 

player scores 1 VICTORY POINT. 

First Blood- 1 VICTORY POINT 

Slay the Warlord- 1 VICTORY POINT 

Line Breaker- 1 VICTORY POINT 

VICTORY: 

The player that has scored the most VICTORY POINTS at the end 

of the battle scores the VICTORY 

If both players accrue the same number of VICTORY POINTS by 

the end of the battle, the battle is a DRAW. 

CAMPAIGN POINTS: 

Immediately score 1 CAMPAIGN POINT if the enemy Warlord is 

slain.  Both players can achieve this objective.   

If either the ATTACKER or DEFENDER Secures every asset dropped 

in this game, immediately score 1 CAMPAIGN POINT  

When scoring  CAMPAIGN POINTS  during this battle, immediately 

indicate the points by checking the next open box on the bottom 

of the Warlord Sheet. 

ADVANTAGES: 

The player who has scored a VICTORY may select an ADVANTAGE 

from the bottom of their Warlord sheet.  You may only select up to 

and including the Tier that corresponds with the number of games 

you have won. 

If the battle is a DRAW, then both players may select an AD-

VANTAGE from the bottom of their Warlord sheet.  You may only 

select up to and including the Tier that corresponds with the num-

ber of games you have won. 

 



Game 4: Observe and Report 
 As the Warlords establish their For-
ward Operating Base in the region, the enemy 
draws closer to establish espionage operations 
in close proximity, setting up Observation Nodes 
to gather intel.  The espionage must be stopped, 
and all Observation Nodes destroyed. 

Matched Play Points: 1750 

SET UP:  

• Players roll off.   The winner of the roll off may choose to be 

the ATTACKER or DEFENDER 

• The DEFENDER takes the zone indicated on the map below.  

Starting with the DEFENDER, both players take it in turns de-

ploying a single unit at a time, anywhere in their deployment 

zone at least 9 inches away from any enemy units. 

• The ATTACKER takes the first turn 

• There is no roll to seize for this mission 

 

DEPLOYMENT MAP: 

BATTLE LENGTH: 

At the end of turn 5 roll a D6.  On a 1 or 2 the game immediately 

ends, if not the battle continues to turn 6.  At the end of turn 6 roll 

a D6 on a 1-4 the game ends, if not the battle continues to turn 7.  

At the end of turn 7 the battle ends. 

 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS: 

Observation Nodes: at the end of any movement phase the AT-

TACKER may choose a single unit.  That unit may place one Obser-

vation Node (use an objective marker) within 3” of itself, this Ob-

servation Node must be placed in the DEFENDERS deployment 

zone. 

Resupply: If any player has scored a VICTORY in Game 3, once dur-

ing the battle  that player may return a single TROOPS  choice that 

has been destroyed back onto the battlefield.  At the beginning of 

any turn, redeploy the returned unit anywhere within that players 

deployment zone that is more than 9” away from any enemy mod-

els. 

OBJECTIVE:  

Observation Ops: For each Observation Node on the table at the 

end of the battle, the ATTACKER scores 1 VICTORY POINT each. 

Destroying Nodes: at the end of any game turn, if a DEFENDER 

unit has more models than their opponent within 3” of an Obser-

vation Node, that unit may destroy the Node.  Remove the marker 

from the table and the DEFENDER scores 2 VICTORY POINTS  

First Blood- 1 VICTORY POINT 

Slay the Warlord- 1 VICTORY POINT 

Line Breaker- 1 VICTORY POINT 

VICTORY: 

The player that scores the most VICTORY POINTS at the end of the 

battle scores the VICTORY 

If both players accrue the same number of VICTORY POINTS at the 

end of the battle, the battle is a DRAW. 

If the ATTACKER has placed less than 3 Observation Nodes during 

the battle, they suffer DEFEAT. 

CAMPAIGN POINTS: 

Immediately score 1 CAMPAIGN POINT if the enemy Warlord is 

slain.  Both players can achieve this objective.  When scoring  

CAMPAIGN POINTS  during this battle, immediately indicate the 

points by checking the next open box on the bottom of the War-

lord Sheet. 

ADVANTAGES: 

The player who has scored a VICTORY may select an ADVANTAGE 

from the bottom of their Warlord sheet.  You may only select up to 

and including the Tier that corresponds with the number of games 

you have won. 

If the battle is a DRAW, then both players may select an AD-

VANTAGE from the bottom of their Warlord sheet.  You may only 

select up to and including the Tier that corresponds with the num-

ber of games you have won. 



Game 5: The Coaxium Gambit 
 the Warlord discovers a cache of rare and powerful 
coaxium, left in the region by an ancient race.  The Warlords 
army must race to collect the unstable substance and return 
it to their Field Refinement Units before the enemy intel re-
veals their plans... 

Matched Play Points: 2000 

SET UP:  

• Players roll off.  Beginning with the player that won the roll off, take 

it in turns to place 6 Objective Markers on the table. The objectives 

must be at least 12” from each other 6” from any table edge.  These 

objectives are the Coaxium Canisters. 

• If one player scored VICTORY in Game  4, that player is the ATTACK-

ER.  If neither player or both players won Game 4, roll off and winner 

of the roll chooses either ATTACKER or DEFENDER 

• The players roll off.  The winner chooses which deployment zone 

they will set up their army. 

• The ATTACKER and DEFENDER each set up a single marker in each of 

their deployment zones.  This marker is that players Field Refine-

ment Unit.  It must be at least 9” from any Objective Markers. 

• Starting with the DEFENDER, both players take it in turns deploying a 

single unit at a time.   

• The ATTACKER takes the first turn 

• The DEFENDER may choose to Seize the Initiative.  On a D6 roll of 6, 

that player goes first instead. 

DEPLOYMENT MAP: 

 

 

 

 

 

BATTLE LENGTH: 

At the end of turn 5 roll a D6.  On a 1 or 2 the game immediately ends, if 

not the battle continues on to turn 6.  At the end of turn 6 roll a D6, on a 1

-4 the game ends, if not the battle continues to turn 7.  At the end of turn 

7 the battle ends. 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS: 

Coaxium Canisters: At the end of the game turn, the player with the most 

models within 3” of a Coaxium Canister, that is not currently carrying a 

Coaxium Canister, can pick up that Coaxium Canister.  The unit carries that 

Canister as it moves and the canister becomes a part of that unit.  When 

carried, the canister is not scorable by another unit until the unit carrying 

it is destroyed.  If the unit is destroyed, place the Canister marker within 

3” and roll a D6.  On a roll of 5+ the Canister explodes.  The Coaxium Can-

ister is removed from the table. 

Unstable Coaxium: When a unit carrying a Coaxium Canister moves more 

than 6” in the Movement Phase, roll a D6.  On a roll of 5+ the Coaxium 

Canister explodes.  That unit suffers D3 Mortal Wounds.  The Coaxium 

Canister is removed from the table. 

OBJECTIVE:  

Collect the Coaxium: At the end of the battle, any unit that is carrying a 

Coaxium Counter scores 1 VICTORY POINT. 

Refine the Coaxium: At the end of any movement phase, if a unit carrying 

a Coaxium Canister ends its move within 3” of any Field Refinement Unit 

marker, it may remove the Coaxium Canister from play and score 2 VIC-

TORY POINTS  

First Blood- 1 VICTORY POINT 

Slay the Warlord- 1 VICTORY POINT 

Line Breaker- 1 VICTORY POINT 

VICTORY: 

The player that scores the most VICTORY POINTS at the end of the battle 

scores the VICTORY 

If both players accrue the same number of VICTORY POINTS at the end of 

the battle, the battle is a DRAW. 

CAMPAIGN POINTS: 

Immediately score 1 CAMPAIGN POINT if the enemy Warlord is slain.  

Both players can achieve this objective.  When scoring  CAMPAIGN 

POINTS  during this battle, immediately indicate the points by checking 

the next open box on the bottom of the Warlord Sheet. 

ADVANTAGES: 

The player who has scored a VICTORY may select an ADVANTAGE from 

the bottom of their Warlord sheet.  You may only select up to and includ-

ing the Tier that corresponds with the number of games you have won. 

If the battle is a DRAW, then both players may select an ADVANTAGE from 

the bottom of their Warlord sheet.  You may only select up to and includ-

ing the Tier that corresponds with the number of games you have won. 



Game 6: The Siege 
 The time has come for the Warlord to make a final 
decisive assault against his foes in the region.  The enemy pre-
pares their defenses but it will be of little use against the 
warlords fury.  The Warlord calls upon an orbital bombard-
ment to soften the enemy before death marches in to claim the 
rest…  

Matched Play Points: 2250 

SET UP:  

• Players roll off.   The winner of the roll off may choose to be the AT-

TACKER or DEFENDER 

• The DEFENDER chooses which of the deployment zones from the 

map below in which they will set up their army.  Starting with the 

DEFENDER, both players take it in turns deploying a single unit at a 

time.   

• The ATTACKER takes the first turn 

• The DEFENDER may choose to Seize the Initiative.  On a D6 roll of 6, 

that player goes first instead. 

 

DEPLOYMENT MAP: 

BATTLE LENGTH: 

At the end of turn 5 the battle ends. 

 

 

 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS: 

Orbital Bombardment: At the beginning of the first turn, the ATTACKER 

may  conduct an Orbital Bombardment.  Roll a D6 for each unit in the 

DEFENDERS army.  On a roll of 5+ that unit suffers D3 Mortal Wounds.   

Staunch Defenses: While wholly within the DEFENDERS deployment zone, 

any unit from the DEFENDERS army may reroll save rolls of 1 (this ability 

does not stack with other abilities that allow rerolls to saves.) 

Improved Weapons: If any player scored a VICTORY in Game 5, that play-

er may choose a single weapon profile that any of their units is armed 

with.  Improve the AP value of all weapons with that profile by –1. (This 

affect does stack with other affects that improve the AP) 

OBJECTIVE:  

For each unit from the DEFENDERS army that is completely destroyed, the 

ATTACKER scores 1 VICTORY POINT 

For each unit from the ATTACKERS army that is completely destroyed, the 

DEFENDER scores 1 VICTORY POINT 

First Blood- 1 VICTORY POINT 

Slay the Warlord- 1 VICTORY POINT 

VICTORY: 

The player that scores the most VICTORY POINTS at the end of the battle 

scores the VICTORY 

If both players accrue the same number of VICTORY POINTS at the end of 

the battle, the battle is a DRAW. 

CAMPAIGN POINTS: 

Repel the Assault: Immediately score 1 CAMPAIGN POINT if the ATTACK-

ERS army is completely removed from the table.  When scoring  CAM-

PAIGN POINTS  during this battle, immediately indicate the points by 

checking the next open box on the bottom of the Warlord Sheet. 

ADVANTAGES: 

The player who has scored a VICTORY may select an ADVANTAGE from 

the bottom of their Warlord sheet.  You may only select up to and includ-

ing the Tier that corresponds with the number of games you have won. 

If the battle is a DRAW, then both players may select an ADVANTAGE from 

the bottom of their Warlord sheet.  You may only select up to and includ-

ing the Tier that corresponds with the number of games you have won. 

 

 


